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Abstract—In the biometric verification, authentication is
given when a distance of biometric signatures between enroll-
ment and test phases is less than an acceptance threshold, and
the performance is usually evaluated by a so-called Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve expressing a tradeoff
between False Rejection Rate (FRR) and False Acceptance
Rate (FAR). On the other hand, it is also well known that the
performance is significantly affected by the situation differences
between enrollment and test phases. This paper describes a
method to adaptively control an acceptance threshold with
quality measures derived from situation differences so as to
optimize the ROC curve. We show that the optimal evolution
of the adaptive threshold in the domain of the distance and
quality measure is equivalent to a constant evolution in the
domain of the error gradient defined as a ratio of a total error
rate to a total acceptance rate. An experiment with simulation
data demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms the
previous methods, particularly under a lower FAR or FRR
tolerance condition.

Keywords-acceptance threshold control; ROC curve; biomet-
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biometrics-based verification has recently gained consid-
erable attention due to wide applications including access
control systems, smart log-in systems, and surveillance
systems. In the verification process, a distance of a user’s
biometric signatures between enrollment and test phases is
measured at first, and then authentication is given to the
user if the distance is less than the predefined acceptance
threshold. The verification performance is usually measured
by False Rejection Rate (FRR) of the same person and False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) of imposters. FRR and FAR depends
on the acceptance threshold and their tradeoff curve is called
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve [1].

In addition, quality measures are introduced to es-
timate the verification performance in many biometrics
areas[2][3][4][5], which are typically obtained as signal
to noise ratio in speech recognition or degrees of sit-
uation differences between enrollment and test phases.
The quality measures play important roles in fusion of
multiple samples[6], multiple features[7], or multimodal
biometrics[8][9], score normalization[10].

Moreover, Kryszczuk et al.[11] propose a method to
find an optimal decision boundary in the evidence space
composed of a score and the quality measure and to adap-
tively control the acceptance threshold based on the decision
boundary to improve the verification performance. Because
the method provides a single decision boundary as a result,
the performance is given as not a whole ROC curve but a pair
of FAR and FRR which is expressed in just one point on the
ROC curve. Strictly speaking, though a ROC curve can be
generated by evolving decision boundaries based on a certain
criteria (e.g. signed distances to the decision boundary), the
generated ROC curve is not guaranteed to be optimal.

Therefore, we propose a method of adaptive acceptance
threshold control in terms of ROC curve optimization in
the presence of scores with different quality measures. For
this purpose, we define a new measure error gradient as a
increasing ratio of total error samples and total acceptance
samples and show that constant acceptance threshold in the
error gradient domain realizes the ROC curve optimization.

II. ADAPTIVE ACCEPTANCE THRESHOLD CONTROL

A. ROC curve

In usual biometric verification systems, a kind of distance
between biometric signatures is exploited as metrics for
verification. Naturally, it is desirable that the distance is
smaller for the same person trial (call it positive sample),
and is larger for imposter trail (call it negative sample).

Here, let’s assume the Probability Distribution Functions
(PDFs) of the distances for the positive samples and negative
samples are given, and that an acceptance threshold T for
verification is set as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this case, the area
AFR and AFA correspond to False Rejection Rate (FRR)
of the same person and False Acceptance Rate (FAR) of the
imposter respectively. If the acceptance threshold is moved
to tight direction TT (< T ) as shown in Fig. 1(a), FRR gets
larger while FAR gets smaller, and if it is moved to loose
direction TL(> T ) as shown in Fig. 1(a), FRR gets smaller
while FAR gets larger.

Therefore, by continuously evolving the acceptance
threshold from the tightest value (e.g. minus infinity) to
the loosest value (e.g. plus infinity), a tradeoff curve of
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Figure 1. Examples of PDFs of positive and negative samples and ROC
curve
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Figure 2. Distribution of distance and quality measure

FRR and FAR is obtained as well-known Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC) curve[1] as shown in Fig. 1(b).

B. Simplified example

In this subsection, we give a simplified example to help
an intuitive understanding of adaptive acceptance threshold
control. First, let’s assume that positive and negative samples
are distributed in the distance and quality measure domain as
shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity, we roughly classify into two
quality measures in this subsection: high quality measures
with well discriminable samples and low quality measures
with relative confusing samples. Then, let’s assume that
PDFs and ROC curve for each quality measure is given
as shown in Fig. 3 and let upper bounds of acceptance
thresholds where no false alarm exist in low and high quality
measures be TL

NoFA and TH
NoFA(> TL

NoFA) respectively.
Next, it is assumed that acceptance thresholds of both

high and low quality measures have reached TL
NoFA, and

that they are subsequently evolved to TH
NoFA. In this case,

because FAR in the low quality measure increases to some
extent (gray area in Fig. 3(a)) while FAR in the high quality
measure does not increase at all, it is obviously better to
evolve only the acceptance threshold of the high quality
measure while stopping the acceptance threshold of the low
quality measure.

C. Adaptive acceptance threshold control

In this subsection, a method of general adaptive accep-
tance threshold control is described. First, we define PDFs
of distance t for positive and negative samples as pP (t) and
pN (t) respectively. If the acceptance threshold is set to T ,
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Figure 3. PDFs and ROC curves for high (top) and low (bottom) quality
measure.

the FAR RFA(T ) and FRR RFA(T ) are defined as

RFA(T ) =
∫ T

−∞
pN (t)dt (1)

RFR(T ) = 1 −
∫ T

−∞
pP (t)dt. (2)

Then, we subsequently define new variables: error rate
RE(T ) and acceptance rate RA(T ) as

RE(T ) = RFA(T ) + RFR(T ) (3)

RA(T ) = RFA(T ) + (1 − RFR(T )). (4)

Next, we consider to error gradient of the error rate
RE(T ) to the acceptance rate RA(T ) as

g(T ) =
dRE(T )
dRA(T )

=
pN (T ) − pP (T )
pN (T ) + pP (T )

. (5)

Here, a lower error gradient (e.g. g(T ) � −1.0) means
that the most of accepted samples are positive samples, and
a higher error gradient (e.g. g(T ) � 1.0) means that the
most of accepted samples are negative samples. In addition,
a middle error gradient (e.g. g(T ) � 0.0) means that the
positive and negative samples in the accepted samples are
balanced, that is, the more confusing area.

Next, in order to realize minimal pairs of FAR and FRR,
we equalize the error gradient g(T ) on a controlled accep-
tance threshold line for each quality measure, in other words,
contour line of the gradient is a set of controlled acceptance
threshold lines. Moreover, once the original distance t is
mapped to the error gradient g(t), the constant acceptance
threshold line in the gradient domain is the same meaning of
the contour line of the error gradient in the original distance
domain. Note that the optimality of the method is guaranteed
under the condition where the error gradient g(T ) is semi-
monotone increase.
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D. Implementation

In this section, a method to implementation of the adaptive
acceptance threshold control is addressed. First, assuming
that NP positive training samples and NN negative samples
are given and that ith positive and negative samples are
composed of pairs of distance and quality measure (tPi , cP

i )
and (tNi , cN

i ) respectively. Then, the distance t and the
quality measure c is quantized respectively by appropriate
lower and upper bound and quantization step as

tj = tmin+ jst, j∈Z, 0≤j≤(tmax−tmin)/st (6)

ck = cmin+ ksc, k∈Z, 0≤k≤(cmax−cmin)/sc (7)

Next, a weight wP
i,k of ith positive sample is calculated

for kth quality measure control point as

wP
i,k = max(1.0 − |cP

i − ck|/sc, 0) (8)

Subsequently, the positive samples PDF pj,k of distance
at jth distance control point and kth quality measure control
point is calculated by Gaussian kernel-based non-parametric
PDF estimation as

pP
j,k =

1
Zk

NP∑
i

wP
i,k exp

(
− (tPi − tj)2

2σ2

)
, (9)

where Zk is a distribution function so as to normalize the
PDF as

∑
j pP

j,kst = 1, and σ is a pre-determined Gaussian
kernel size. After the negative samples PDF pN

j,k is calculated
in the same way, the error gradient gj,k at control point
(tj , ck) is calculated by eq. (5). To satisfy the optimality, the
error gradient should be semi-monotone increase for each
quality measure control point ck, the optimal approximation
of the error gradient g∗ = {g∗j,k} is estimated by the
following minimization scheme

g∗ = arg min
ĝ

S(ĝ) (10)

S(ĝ) =
∑
k,j

{(ĝj,k−gj,k)2+α(ĝj,k−ĝj−1,k)2} (11)

subject to ĝj−1,k ≥ ĝj,k, (12)

where α is a coefficient for regularization term. The above
optimization is efficiently solved by the convex quadratic
programming. Once the error gradients at all the control
points are obtained (call it an error gradient map), an
arbitrary pair of a distance and a quality measure is mapped
to the error gradient domain by linear interpolation of the
error gradient map and conventional constant acceptance
threshold control is applied to them in the error gradient
domain.

Note that the error gradient map can be applied not only
to the training samples but also to test samples in case of
where the tendency between the training samples and test
samples are similar.

(a) Original (b) Z-normalization

Figure 4. Distance and quality measure distribution of training samples

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data set and parameter setting

Experiments on simulation data were made to show the
effectiveness of the proposed method. First, we set PDFs
where positive and negative samples are drawn for a train-
ing set and a test set. A PDF of the quality measure c
commonly used in positive and negative samples is set to
a uniform distribution in the domain 0 ≤ c ≤ 1. Then,
PDFs of distances of the positive and negative samples
are set to Gaussian Distributions N (μP (c), σP (c)) and
N (μN (c), σN (c)) respectively. Basically, these two PDFs
are decided so as to more confusing as the quality measure
c gets low, we set means and standard deviations of the
PDFs as μP (c) = 5.0 − 3.0c, μN (c) = 7.0 − 2.0c,
σP (c) = 1.0 − 0.5c, and σN (c) = 1.0 − 0.5c respectively.

Then, a set of 10,000 positive and negative samples each
are drawn from the PDFs for a training set as shown in Fig.
4(a). From the figure, it is obviously seen that the two PDF
are more discriminable in the high quality measure domain
(e.g. c = 1.0) while that they are more confusing in the
low quality measure domain (e.g. c = 0.0). In the same
way, another set of 10,000 positive and negative samples
are drawn for a test set used in the performance evaluation.

In addition, in order to compare the proposed method
with the z-normalization[1], the distance is converted by
subtracting a total mean μ(c) and by dividing it by a total
standard deviation σ(c) for each quality measure c as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Note that the mean and the standard deviation
are equal to 0 and 1 respectively after the z-normalization.

Next, we set the parameters used in the experiments. In
the PDF estimation process, the Gaussian kernel size and
control point intervals are set to σ = 0.3, st = 0.01, and
sc = 0.1 respectively. The domains of distance are set
to tmin = 0.0, tmax = 10.0 for the original set, and to
tmin = −0.5, tmax = 5.0 for the z-normalization set. In
the estimation of the semi-monotonically increasing error
gradient, the regularization coefficient is set to α = 1.0.

B. Performance evaluation

The error gradients are estimated from the training set
and resultant contours of the error gradients are shown in
Fig. 5(a). From the figure, we can see that the contours are
dense in the high quality measure area and vice versa, which
derives from better and worse discrimination capability in
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Figure 6. ROC curves

each quality measure. Then, based on the trained error
gradient map, the test samples are converted into the error
gradient domain as shown in Fig. 5(b). We can see that
the samples around the balanced area of error gradient (e.g.
g = 0.0), that is, more confusing area, are sparse in the high
quality measure area and vice versa.

Finally, the verification performance for the test set is
evaluated with the ROC curve as shown in Fig. 6. As a
result, the proposed Adaptive Acceptance Threshold Control
(AATC) outperforms a conventional constant acceptance
threshold control (Constant). On the other hand, although
the z-normalization (Z-norm) seems to be competitive to the
proposed method in a normal range, the proposed method
outperforms in lower FAR range (Fig. 6(b)) and lower
FRR range (graph is omitted due to page limitation). This
indicates that the proposed method is particularly effective
in case where a tolerance of either FAR or FRR is very tight.

IV. DISCUSSION

Application targets of the proposed method are not limited
to biometric verification but also two-class classification
problems in the broad sense like detection problem, for
example, classification of human and non-human in human
detection problem. In such a case, a kind of quality measures
can be still measured based on occluding areas. Thus,
experiments on real data on the two-class classification
problems are remained as one of future directions.

On the other hand, the proposed method assumes that the
distributions of distance and quality measures are consistent
in the training and test sets, and therefore the optimality
is not guaranteed in case where the distributions are in-
consistent. Hence, another future work is investigation and

enhancement of generalization capability of the proposed
method.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method to adaptively control an acceptance
threshold with quality measures for biometric verification.
The optimal evolution of the adaptive threshold in the
domain of the distance and quality measure is formulated
as a set of contours of the error gradient defined as a ratio
of a total error rate to a total acceptance rate. An experiment
with simulation data demonstrates that the proposed method
outperforms the previous methods in terms of the ROC
curve, particularly under a lower FAR or FRR tolerance
condition.
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